A wireless 3-D NoC architecture for CMPs, in which the number of processor and cache chips stacked in a package can be changed after the chip fabrication, is proposed by using the inductive coupling technology that can connect more than two known-good-dies without wire connections. Each chip has data transceivers for uplink and downlink in order to communicate with its neighboring chips in the package. These chips form a single vertical ring network so as to fully exploit the flexibility of the wireless approach that enables us to add, remove, and swap the chips in the ring. To avoid protocol and structural deadlocks in the ring network, we use the bubble flow control which is more flexible and efficient compared to the conventional VC-based deadlock avoidance. We implemented a real 3-D chip that has onchip routers and inductive-coupling data transceivers using a 65nm process in order to show the feasibility of our proposal. The vertical bubble flow control is compared with the conventional VC-based approach and vertical bus in terms of the throughput, hardware amount, and application performance using a full system CMP simulator. The results show that the proposed vertical bubble flow network outperforms the VC-based approach by 7.9%-12.5% with a 33.5% smaller router area. *
INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional Network-on-Chip (3-D NoC) [26] is an emerging research topic exploring the network architecture of 3-D ICs that stack several smaller wafers or dies in order to reduce the wire length and wire delay. Regarding the 3-D NoC architecture, the network topology [17, 22] , router architecture [11, 13, 21] , and routing strategy [24] have already been extensively studied.
Various interconnection technologies have been developed to be used as a medium for the 3-D NoCs: wire-bonding, micro-bump [4, 12] , wireless (e.g., capacitive or inductive coupling) [7, 9, 19, 20] between stacked dies, and throughsilicon via (TSV) [5, 7] between stacked wafers. The comparisons of these 3-D IC technologies are discussed in [7] . Many recent studies on 3-D NoC architecture focus on the TSV that offers the largest interconnect density. Unlike them, we focus on the inductive coupling that can connect more than two known-good-dies without wire connections, because it offers a large degree of flexibility to build the desired 3-D chip multiprocessors .
In this paper, we propose a wireless NoC architecture for 3-D CMPs, in which the number of processor and cache chips stacked in a package can be changed after the chip fabrication by using the inductive coupling. Each chip has data transceivers for uplink and downlink in order to communicate with its neighboring chips in the package. These chips form a single vertical ring network so as to fully exploit the flexibility of the wireless stacking that enables us to add, remove, and swap the chips in the ring. To avoid deadlocks in the ring network, we use the bubble flow control [1, 23] that does not require any virtual channels (VCs), because the conventional VC-based deadlock avoidance techniques limit the flexibility of the wireless 3-D CMPs, depending on the number of VCs available.
We implemented a real 3-D chip that has on-chip routers and inductive-coupling data transceivers using a 65nm process. The vertical bubble flow control is compared with the conventional VC-based approach and vertical bus in terms of the throughput, hardware amount, and application performance using a full system CMP simulator.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys existing 3-D IC technologies. Section 3 proposes the wireless 3-D NoC architecture and Section 4 illustrates the test chip implementation. Section 5 shows the evaluation results and Section 6 concludes this paper.
3-D IC TECHNOLOGY
Interconnection technologies for 3-D ICs are classified into the wired and wireless approaches. In this section, we first survey both approaches, and then advantages of the inductive coupling for our purpose are shown.
Wired 3-D Interconnection
• Wire-bonding is a die-to-die interconnection using bonding wires. It is a popularly utilized technique for the current System-in-Package. However, since only edges of a chip can be used for the bonding, the number of wires and their density are limited. Also, the long bonding wires cause a considerable delay for communication.
• Micro-bump [4, 12] is a die-to-die interconnection through solder balls. This approach is limited to the face-to-face connection of only two dies.
• Through-silicon via (TSV) [5, 7] is a wafer-level interconnection that uses via-holes formed through multiple wafers. The footprint of the TSV is small, and highdensity implementation is possible. However, the fabrication cost is increased due to the extra process steps for forming the TSVs. Although more than two wafers can be connected, the number and order of the wafers cannot be changed after the fabrication, since it is a wired approach.
Although these wired approaches have been utilized in real products, they are not enough flexible for customizing the chips in a package in response to application requirements.
Wireless 3-D Interconnection
• Capacitive coupling [9] connects the known-good-dies without wire connections. However, only the face-to-face connection is allowed; so the number of stacked dies is limited to only two.
• Inductive coupling [7, 19, 20, 25] also supports a wireless interconnection between the known-good-dies, and more than two dies can be stacked.
As an interconnection technology for custom 3-D CMPs, the inductive coupling is hopeful, since it can stack a number of known-good-dies wirelessly. That is, addition, removal, and swapping of processor or cache chips are possible after the chip fabrication in response to the application. Recently, the inductive coupling techniques have been improved, and the contact-less interface without an electrostatic-discharge (ESD) protection device achieves high speed more than 1GHz with a low energy dissipation (0.14pJ per bit) and a low biterror rate (BER< 10 −12 ) [19] . In this approach, an inductor is implemented as a square coil with metal in common CMOS layout (see Figure 6 for the layout). The data modulated by a driver are transferred between two coils placed at exactly the same position of two stacked dies, and it is received at the other chip by the receiver. Here, a set of a driver and a coil for sending data is called TX channel, while one with a receiver and a coil is RX channel. If a TX channel is placed at the same location of multiple RX channels in different chips, multicast of the data can be done. On the other hand, stacked multiple TX channels at the same location cannot send the data simultaneously in order to avoid the interference.
The footprint of the channel ranges from 30µm × 30µm [19, 20] to 150µm × 150µm [7] , depending on the process technology and communication distance (i.e., chip thickness). In addition, a number of TX and RX channels can be implemented for the parallel data transfer, depending on the required vertical bandwidth. A 1-Tbit/sec inductivecoupling inter-chip clock and data link has been developed by using 1024 transceivers arranged with a pitch of 30µm [20] . The inductive coupling has been applied to various purposes, such as multi-core processors and dynamically reconfigurable processors [25] .
The next section proposes the wireless 3-D NoC architecture for CMPs, in which processor and cache chips are stacked wirelessly using the inductive coupling links.
WIRELESS 3-D CMP ARCHITECTURE
We apply the inductive coupling to build the wireless 3-D CMP, in which the numbers of processors and cache banks can be customized in response to the application performance and cost requirements. In this section, first the baseline 2-D CMP architecture is illustrated. Then, the wireless 3-D CMP architecture is proposed. Figure 1 illustrates an example of CMP inspired by [3] , in which eight processors (or CPUs) and 32 shared L2 cache banks are interconnected by sixteen on-chip routers. These L2 cache banks are shared by all processors; so the cache architecture is SNUCA [10] and a cache coherence protocol is running on it. We extend this CMP to 3-D. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed wireless 3-D CMP architecture. The baseline 2-D CMP is divided into a number of planes, each of which has on-chip routers, processors, and/or cache banks. These planes are stacked vertically and connected by using the inductive coupling links. Memory controllers and external I/Os are connected to the bottom chip. We assume this simple 3-D SNUCA as a baseline for simplicity, although various optimization techniques for 3-D SNUCA are discussed in [14] .
Baseline 2-D CMP Architecture

Wireless 3-D CMP Overview
Three types of planes are illustrated in this figure: Type A (CPU and cache), Type B (CPU and CPU), and Type C (cache and cache). Typically, application performance is limited by either memory bandwidth or computation power; thus the applications can be classified into memory-bound and computation-bound ones [18] . Depending on the set of target applications, the wireless 3-D CMP using the inductive coupling enables us to customize the number and types of planes stacked in a package after the chip fabrication, such as more Type B planes for computation-bound applications while more Type C planes for memory-bound ones. This flexibility is attractive, because designing a new mask pattern for each set of applications is too costly in recent advanced process technologies. This is the firm advantage of the wireless 3-D CMPs over the conventional ones.
Network Design
Here, we consider the intra-plane and inter-plane networks separately. Their requirements are summarized as follows.
• Intra-plane network connects processors and cache banks on a single chip by using on-chip wires. Various types of chips will be stacked depending on the application requirements in the case of wireless 3-D CMPs; thus we should not expect any pre-determined network topology on it as long as each chip has data transceivers for uplink and downlink in pre-specified locations. That is, some chips may have 2-D mesh based intra-plane network, while the others may not have any intra-plane network except for the data transceivers for vertical communication. Needless to say, each intra-plane network itself must be deadlockfree if it exists, because adding "deadlocked chips" will kill the whole CMP.
• Inter-plane network connects the data transceivers of all intra-plane networks in a package wirelessly by using the inductive coupling and forms a single vertical network. It should be simple and highly tolerable for adding, removing, and swapping the chips in a package. Of course, it must be deadlock-free.
To meet the above mentioned requirements, in this paper, we employ a uni-directional ring network for the inter-plane network as shown in Figure 2 , because it is simple and easy to add, remove, and swap the nodes in a ring network without updating any routing information.
Typically, the downside of uni-directional ring is poor scalability on the throughput and communication latency. However, the inductive coupling link can offer ample throughput (e.g., 1-Tbit/sec using 1024 transceivers [20] ). Also, communication latency is still reasonable for up to eight chips in a package, or we can just duplicate another uni-directional ring to form a single bi-directional ring. We will confirm this using a full system simulator assuming latency-sensitive shared-memory CMPs in Section 5.
Note that a ring network inherently contains a cyclic dependency, which introduces structural deadlocks. The router and flow control design for deadlock-freedom will be discussed in Section 3.4.
To sum up the network design for the wireless 3-D CMP, we summarize the rules each chip must comply as follows.
• Network design rule 1: Each chip has a pair of data transceivers for uplink and downlink in pre-specified locations for enabling the vertical communication.
• Network design rule 2:
All processors and cache banks are connected to the data transceivers on the same chip via the intra-plane deadlock-free network.
• Network design rule 3: Only the intra-plane networks for the top and bottom chips must have a horizontal link that connects the uplink data transceiver and downlink data transceiver. Network design rule 3 is required to form a single unidirectional ring (see Planes 0 and 7 in Figure 2 ). Otherwise, no such connection is needed.
Router and Flow Control Design
This section discusses the router and flow control design for the deadlock-free inter-plane ring network.
Various deadlock-free strategies have been used for ring networks, and they are summarized as follows.
• VC-based approach is the most conventional deadlock avoidance technique for rings. Two VCs (e.g., VC-0 and VC-1) are at least required for each message class. Packets are firstly transferred with VC-0 while VC-1 is used after they go over a wrap-around channel or dateline in the ring. Thus, the cyclic dependency of a ring is cut at the dateline.
• Bubble flow approach [1, 23] is also a deadlock avoidance technique for rings with virtual cut-through (VCT) switching. It does not require any VCs but requires a single buffer with capacity of at least two packets for each input port. By limiting the packet injection not to consume all the buffer resources in a ring, packets on the ring continuously move without any deadlocks. • Detection and recovery approach [6] detects deadlocks when they really occur. Then, it recovers from the deadlock situation by discarding related packets or moving them to another network resource, such as escape VCs. The detection and recovery approach requires a deadlock detection mechanism for routers. It also imposes a certain performance overhead for the recovery. Since a simple deadlock-free mechanism is preferable for on-chip purposes, we focus on the deadlock avoidance in this paper.
VC-Based Approach
Considering the avoidance approaches, we believe that the bubble flow approach is more reasonable compared to the VC-based one in shared-memory CMPs that rely on cache coherence protocols, in which packets with multiple message classes (e.g., cache request and reply) are transferred [27] .
The downslide of the conventional VC-based approach is the hardware complexity of additional VCs required for removing the dependencies between request and reply messages of a protocol. That is, it requires a separate virtual network for each message class to avoid the protocol deadlocks. Since it requires two VCs for each message class to avoid the structural deadlocks, for example, six VCs are required for MOESI directory-based protocol that defines three messages classes, while ten VCs are required for MSI/MOSI directory-based protocol with five message classes. Router hardware complexity increases as the number of VCs increases.
However, the most serious problem of the VC-based approach is that the communication protocol to be used is limited, depending on the number of VCs available. For example, if the network equips only four VCs, it never uses the MOESI directory-based protocol that requires six VCs. Such limitation will harm the flexibility of the wireless 3-D CMPs that can customize their structure after the chip fabrication. On the other hand, the bubble flow approach stated below does not rely on any VCs for avoiding the protocol and structural deadlocks.
Vertical Bubble Flow
The bubble flow control [1, 23] is applied to the inter-plane vertical ring network of the wireless 3-D CMP.
Here, we illustrate its behavior using Figure 3 . In this figure, each input port of the routers has a buffer with capacity of three packets. Each white box indicates an empty buffer with capacity of a single packet while gray box is an occupied one. The routers must follow the following flow control rules.
• Flow control rule 1: A packet on a ring can move to the next hop along the ring when the input buffer of the next hop has an empty space of at least one packet.
• Flow control rule 2: An intra-plane network can inject a packet to a ring when the vertical input buffer of the ingress router has an empty space of at least two packets. For example, Planes 4 and 5 can inject a packet to the ring, while Plane 6 cannot.
• Flow control rule 3:
A packet can exit from a ring only when the horizontal output buffer of the egress router has an empty space of at least one packet. Otherwise, the packet must go around the ring again (i.e., miss routing). For example, packets destined to Planes 4 and 5 can exit from the ring, while that to Plane 6 cannot exit and must go around the ring until an empty space appears in the horizontal output buffer. Based on the above mentioned rules, the packet injection is limited so as not to consume all the buffer resources in a ring, which guarantees that packets on the ring can continuously move. As long as the packets are continuously moving on the ring, no deadlocks occur even though multiple message classes coexist in the same virtual network. For more details about the bubble flow control, refer to [1] and [23] .
Adding these rules to the conventional VCT router is simple. To confirm this, we implemented test chips to build the vertical bubble flow network using the inductive coupling links in Section 4.
Note that the miss routing, in which packets go around the ring again, significantly degrades the network performance; so we use routers with deep input buffers that can absorb three packets in order to suppress the miss routing. We compare the VC-based approach and vertical bubble flow control in terms of the application performance on CMPs in Section 5.
TEST CHIP IMPLEMENTATION
To show the feasibility of our proposal, we implemented a real test chip that has on-chip routers and inductive-coupling data transceivers using a 65nm process. Figure 4 shows the top view of the test chip architecture, and Figure 5 shows the side view when four test chips are stacked. This test chip supports the following two communication schemes.
a) Vertical bubble flow:
Each chip has a pair of data transceivers for uplink and downlink. The data transceiver for uplink receives data from a neighboring lower chip and transmits the data to the neighboring upper chip. The downlink is used for the opposite direction of the uplink.
b) Vertical broadcast bus:
Each chip uses a single data transceiver that can switch its communication modes (i.e., TX and RX modes) in a system clock cycle. All chips share the same clock counter, and an 8-cycle time-slot is assigned for each chip periodically. A chip transmits data (if any) with TX mode when a time-slot is assigned to it. Otherwise, it must listen with RX mode. 
Figure 5: Test chip architecture (side view)
We chose the conservative design parameters for this chip. Table 1 lists the design parameters, and Figure 6 shows the layout of the test chip. We can duplicate the inductors for parallel transfer if a higher vertical bandwidth is required.
The test chip can be divided into the following four parts, as shown in Figures 4 and 6 . 1) Test core consists of two cores and two routers. The core has a packet generator and a packet receiver with a 45-bit packet counter. One router is connected to the downlink data transceiver and another for the uplink. Although these two routers are connected via bi-directional on-chip wired link, only the top and bottom chips use one unidirectional link to form an inter-plane vertical ring.
2) Downlink and 3) uplink inductors consist of two pairs of TX and RX channels. One TX and RX pair is used for 35-bit flit transfer, while another pair for 2-bit credit back for flow control. The wireless data are transferred serially using the doubled communication rate of a 4GHz local clock shared by neighboring two chips. Thus, a TX channel can transmit a 35-bit flit in each 200MHz system clock.
4)
Vertical bus inductors consist of four TX/RX channels and four clock channels. The TX/RX channel works as TX mode when a time-slot is assigned to the chip, while it is in RX mode otherwise. In the vertical broadcast bus, only one TX/RX channel among four is used, depending on the chip ID, as shown in Figure 5 (b). For example, only the leftmost channel is used in Plane 0. Although this is inefficient for real use since the other three channels are not used, in this test chip, we chose this architecture in order to implement and test both 
EVALUATIONS
The vertical bubble flow control is compared with the conventional VC-based approach and vertical bus in terms of the throughput, application performance, and hardware amount.
Zero-Load Latency
Zero-load latency for the uni-directional ring, T0,ring, is calculated as
where H is average hop count and L is packet length. Trouter and T link are latencies for transferring a header flit on a router and a link, respectively. Zero-load latency for the vertical bus, T 0,bus , is calculated as
where N is number of chips stacked and T slot is length of each time-slot. The rightmost term indicates the average waiting time to be assigned a time-slot. Here, we assume the following three traffic patterns. Table 2 shows the zero-load latencies for these traffic patterns, assuming L = 5, Trouter = 2, T link = 1, and T slot = 8. Zero-load latency for the vertical bus is constant regardless of the traffic patterns applied. In the case of uniform traffic, zero-load latencies for the vertical ring and vertical bus are comparable.
Network Throughput
RTL simulations of the vertical bubble flow, conventional VC-based approach, and vertical bus are performed to measure their network throughputs for uniform, neighbor, and adversary traffics.
In the vertical bubble flow control, we implemented a 15-flit FIFO buffer for each input port. In the VC-based approach, two VCs are required for deadlock-freedom, assuming a single message class. Here, 2-VC (n-flit) means each input port has two VCs, each of which has an (n/2)-flit FIFO buffer. The exception is 2-VC (15-flit). Because VCT 
Application Performance
Full system simulations of the wireless 3-D CMPs that stack four and eight Type A chips (see Figure 2 ) are performed to measure the real application performance. As their communication schemes, the vertical bubble flow, conventional VC-based approach, and vertical bus are compared. Tables 3 and 4 list the processor, memory, and network parameters. Each Type A chip has one processor, four shared L2 cache banks, and two on-chip routers. Two memory controllers are connected to the bottom chip, as shown in Figure  2 . The cache architecture is SNUCA [10] .
To simulate the wireless 3-D CMPs, we use a full-system multi-processor simulator: GEMS [16] and Wind River Simics [15] . We modified a detailed network model of GEMS, called Garnet [2] , to accurately simulate the vertical bubble flow, conventional VC-based approach, and vertical bus.
A directory-based MOESI coherence protocol that defines three message classes is used. Thus, the VC-based approach requires six VCs for each input port, because each message class requires two VCs for avoiding structural deadlocks. We used default VC assignments of GEMS for this protocol.
Here, 6-VC (n-flit) means each input port has six VCs, each of which has an (n/6)-flit FIFO buffer. We compare 6-VC (18-flit), 6-VC (30-flit), and Bubble (15-flit). Because To evaluate the application performance of these communication schemes on the wireless 3-D CMPs, we use ten parallel programs from the OpenMP implementation of NAS Parallel Benchmarks [8] . Sun Solaris 9 operating system is running on the 4-chip and 8-chip CMPs. These benchmark programs were compiled by Sun Studio 12 and are executed on Solaris 9. The number of threads was set to four or eight, depending on the number of Type A chips stacked. Figures 9 and 10 show the application execution cycles of ten benchmark programs (BT, CG, DC, EP, FT, IS, LU, MG, SP, and UA) for 4-chip and 8-chip networks, respectively. The application execution time (Y-axis) is normalized so that the execution time using the vertical bus indicates 100%.
As shown, Bubble (15-flit) outperforms 6-VC (18-flit) by 7.9%-12.5%, because it uses a deep 15-flit FIFO buffer while 6-VC (18-flit) and 6-VC (30-flit) use shallow 3-flit and 5-flit FIFO buffers, respectively. Also, Vertical bus still outperforms 6-VC (18-flit) only for the 4-chip network. However, its performance is degraded as the number of chips stacked increases, such as the 8-chip network.
Router Hardware Amount
Using the RTL model of the test chip, 6-VC (18-flit), 6-VC (30-flit), and Bubble (15-flit) are compared in terms of the router hardware amount.
As shown in Figure 4 , the router has three bi-directional ports: two bi-directional ports for a local core and another router on the same chip, and two uni-directional ports for routers on upper and lower chips, respectively. The flit size was set to 128-bit in this design, although the test chip conservatively employed 32-bit data width (Table 1) . These routers were synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler, and then placed and routed with Synopsys IC Compiler. We used a 65nm process for these designs. Figure 11 shows their gate counts. As shown, input ports consume the most of the router area while the crossbar area is quite small, because the number of crossbar ports is only three in these routers. The input port area is divided into FIFO buffers and the other control circuits. Bubble (15-flit) and 6-VC (18-flit) have almost the same buffer areas. However, 6-VC (18-flit) requires more control circuits for supporting six VCs, such as the VC state controllers and VC multiplexers. As a result, Bubble (15-flit) requires a 33.5% smaller router area compared to 6-VC (18-flit).
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a wireless 3-D NoC architecture for CMPs, in which the number and types of CMP chips stacked in a package can be changed after the chip fabrication, by using the inductive coupling. These chips form a single vertical ring network so as to fully exploit the flexibility of the wireless that enables us to add, remove, and swap the chips in a package without updating any routing information. As the communication schemes, we compared the vertical bubble flow control, conventional VC-based approach, and vertical bus, in terms of the latency, throughput, hardware amount, and application performance.
Below are the observations from the evaluation results.
• Vertical bus is simple and still low-latency (Table 2) .
However, its network throughput is quite low (Figures 7  and 8 ) and its application performance is also lower than the other approaches in the 8-chip network ( Figure 10 ).
• VC-based approach is the most conventional deadlock avoidance technique for rings. However, the required number of VCs increases depending on the number of message classes on the network. Also, network protocols to be used are limited by the number of VCs already equipped. This will harm the flexibility of the wireless 3-D CMPs that can customize their structure for given purposes.
• Vertical bubble flow does not rely on any VCs; thus the communication protocols to be used are not limited by the number of VCs available. It outperforms the VCbased approach by 7.9%-12.5% (Figures 9 and 10 ) with a 33.5% smaller router area ( Figure 11 ). However, the performance improvement decreases slightly as the number of chips increase, since the negative impacts of the miss routing on performance increases as the ring size is enlarged.
As future work, we will focus on the following issues.
• More scalable wireless 3-D NoC architecture: We employed the ring network with bubble flow control, since the network sizes we assumed were eight chips at most in this paper. As more scalable approach, we are implementing a plug-and-play protocol that detects whole network structure at boot time and then configures the routing tables based on multiple spanning trees.
• Evaluations using the test 3-D chip: The test 3-D chip presented in Section 4 is still under fabrication as of December 2010. We will evaluate it as our future work. Also, we are planning to produce a more practical test chip, in which the packet generator/counter cores of the current chip will be replaced with MIPS R3000 processors.
